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Characters of Finite Quasigroups II: Induced Characters 
K. w. JOHNSON AND J. D. H. SMITH 
Induced characters for finite quasigroups are defined, simplifying and generalizing the usual 
definition for groups. The Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem and an analogue of Artin's Theorem 
for these characters are proved. Character rings for quasigroups are examined. Induced characters 
are then used to build the character table of the octonion loop. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An earlier paper [1] introduced the elements of a theory of characters for finite 
non-empty quasigroups, generalizing the characters of finite groups. In the current paper, 
the development of this theory is continued by showing how characters of a subquasigroup 
may be induced up to characters of a containing quasigroup. The basic definition is given 
in Section 2, and compared with the corresponding group theory version in Section 3. 
While the definition of an induced representation of a group may be given simply, the 
usual purely character-theoretic definition of an induced character of a group by 
Frobenius' Formula (3.1) is not particularly transparent. By contrast, the definition for 
quasigroups (2.1) turns out to be very simple and direct. Moreover, this definition carries 
over easily to the more general context of association schemes and other similar com-
binatorial objects, and the technique of induction appears to be an important tool for 
the study of these structures. This gives further evidence that the theory of quasigroup 
characters is natural, and that it can give insights into a much wider class of algebraic 
and combinatorial objects. 
In Section 4, the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem for finite quasigroups is derived. 
Section 5 then presents an important class of examples, the rank 2 quasigroups. These 
are used in the two subsequent sections to determine to what extent quasigroup characters 
yield a ring structure, and in what way characters of a quasigroup may be obtained from 
characters induced from subquasigroups. The theorems of Artin and Brauer [2, Ch. 9 
and Ch. 10] fail for general quasigroups. They have to be replaced by Theorem 7.1 stating 
that characters ef a quasigroup are linear combinations of charact~rs induced by characters 
of subquasigroups, with coefficients taken from the algebraic numbers. In the final section, 
induced characters are used to compute the character table of the octonion loop. Unless 
stated otherwise, the notations are those used in [1]. 
2. INDUCED CLASS FUNCTIONS 
Let Q be a finite quasigroup with multiplication group G. Let P be a non-empty 
subquasigroup of Q, with multiplication group F. The diagonal action 6 of G breaks 
Q X Q up into quasigroup conjugacy classes Q = cl' c2' 0 0 • ' c •. The diagonal action F 
of F on P x P breaks P x P up into a set {Bull,:;; i,:;; s, 1 .:;;j,:;; rJ of conjugacy classes, 
where each Bij for l.:;;j.:;;r; is a subset of C;. If PxP does not intersect C;, then r;=O. 
Set B; = U{Bijll ,:;;j,:;; rJ. Recall that for a complex-valued function f: Q X o~ c and for 
a subset X of Q x Q, one definesf(X) = I(x,y)exf(x, y). Then a quasigroup class function 
f: P x P ~ C on P induces a class function JQ : Q x Q ~ C on Q given by 
0195-6698/86/020131 +07 $02.00/0 
JQ( C;) _ f(B;) 
IQxQI-IPxPI. 
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In other words, for (z, t) E C;, 
(2.2) 
The following proposition demonstrates the transitivity of the inducing process. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let N be a non-empty subquasigroup of the subquasigroup P of Q. 
Then for a class function f: N x N ~ C on N, one has (fP) 0 = f 0 . 
PROOF. Let E be the multiplication group of N. Let E decompose N x N into a set 
{A!ikl1,;;; i,;;; s, 1 ,;;;j,;;; r;, 1,;;; k,;;; q!i} of conjugacy classes, where each A!ik for 1,;;; k,;;; q!i is 
a subset of By, and q!i = 0 if N x N does not intersect B!i. Define A!i = U{A!ikl1,;;; k,;;; q!i} 
and A;= U{Ayl1 ,;;;j,;;; r;}. Then 
(fp) 0 (CJ fp(BJ =I fp(By) =I f(Ay) f(AJ f 0 (CJ 
IQxQI IPxPI j=tiPxPI j=t!NxNI INxNI IQxQI' 
3. COMPARISON WITH THE GROUP CASE 
If Q is associative, and so a group, the Frobenius formula 
(3.1) 
for s in Q [2, 7.2] defines a group class function g 0 on Q induced from a group class 
function g on P. These group class functions determine quasigroup class functions f on 
P x P with f(x, y) = g(x- 1y) and h on Q x Q with h(x, y) = g 0 (x- 1y). Then for (z, t) in 
C;, one has that 
- 1 
h(z, t) = g 0 (z 1t) = IPI u~Q g(u-!z- 1tu) 
u- 1z- 1 tueP 
= IP X PI-1/(BJIQI/IC;(l)l 
IQxQI 
IC;I·IPxPif(BJ=JO(z, t). 
Thus h = JO, showing that inducing in quasigroups using formula (2.1) generalizes induc-
ing in groups using the Frobenius formula (3.1). 
4. FROBENIUS RECIPROCITY 
Let CCI( Q) and CCI( P) denote the inner product spaces of complex-valued quasigroup 
class functions on Q and P respectively. Recall that by [1, Theorem 3.4], the inner 
products are non-degenerate. Inducing defines a linear mapping 
t ~: CCI(P) ~CCI( Q); f ~ f 0 . (4.1) 
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For g in CCI( Q), the restriction gp in CCI(P) defined by gp(X, y) = g(x, y) for (x, y) in 
P x P gives rise to a linear mapping 
(4.2) 
Frobenius reciprocity for quasigroup characters is then given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. The linear mappings t~ and !~are adjoint, i.e. for fECCI(P), gE 
CCI( Q), 
(4.4) 
PROOF. 
s 
(g,/Q)Q = IQ X Ql-1 L L g(t, z)jO(z, t) 
i=1 (z,t)EC; 
= 
1 I L g(t,z) IQxQI f(BJ IQ X Ql i=1 (z,t)EC; led· IP X Pi 
s 
=IPxPI-1 L 1Cd-1g(Ci1)f(Bi) 
i=l 
=IPxPI- 1 I 1Cd-1g(Ci1) I f(Bij) 
i=1 j=1 
=iPxPI- 1 I I L gp(y,x)f(x,y) 
i=1 j=1 (x,y)EB;i 
=(gp,f)p. 
5. RANK 2 QuASIGROUPS 
A quasigroup Q is said to be a rank 2 quasigroup if it has just two conjugacy classes, 
namely C1 = Q and C2 = Q2 - Q. A rank 2 quasigroup Q with n elements has the following 
character table: 
Q 
1 1 (5.1) 
1/12 (n -1)1/2 -(n -o-1/2 
This may be deduced easily using [1, Section 3]. The parameters ni are n1 = 1 and n2 = n -1. 
By [1, Corollary 3.5], 1/121 is positive real and satisfies n = 1 + 11/121 12, whence 1/121 = (n -1)112. 
Then by [1, (3.4)], (n -1) 112 + (n -l)cfr22 = 0, whence 1/122 = -(n -1)-112. It is believed that 
almost all finite quasiqroups are rank 2 quasigroups. More precisely: 
CoNJECTURE 5.2. Let l(n) denote the number of Latin squares of order n. Let r(n) 
denote the number of Latin squares of order n that are multiplication tables of rank 2 
quasigroups. Then 
. r(n) 
hm -1( ) =1. n-oo n (5.3) 
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In the next two sections, the commutative idempotent rank 2 quasigroup Q with 
multiplication table 
Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1 3 2 5 6 7 4 
2 3 2 1 6 7 4 5 
3 2 1 3 7 4 5 6 
(5.4) 
4 5 6 7 4 3 2 1 
5 6 7 4 3 5 1 2 
6 7 4 5 2 1 6 3 
7 4 5 6 1 2 3 7 
will prove useful. To see that Q has rank 2, observe that the stabilizer G 1 of 1 in G =Mit Q 
is transitive on Q-{1}. For G 1 contains L(1)=(23)(4567), and then 1L(4)L(6)=1, 
2L(4)L(6) =6. There is a rank 2 subquasigroup 
p 1 2 3 
1 1 3 2 (5.5) 
2 3 2 1 
3 2 1 3 
of Q, and the only other non-empty subquasigroups of Q are the singletons. 
6. RINGS OF CHARACTERS 
The space CCI( Q) of complex-valued quasigroup class functions on a quasigroup Q 
forms a ring (CCI( Q), +, ·) under pointwise or 'Hadamard' multiplication. If Q is a 
group, the set of integral linear combinations of the basic characters 1/11 , ••• , 1/1. forms a 
subring of (CCI( Q), +, ·),since the Hadamard product of two characters is the character 
of the tensor product of the corresponding representations. If Q is not associative, these 
integral linear combinations may still form a subring, as witnessed by the example of [1, 
Section 4], or by the example of Section 8 below. However, if Q is a rank 2 quasigroup, 
then 
(6.1) 
so that here the integral combinations do not give a subring once n > 2. One has to take 
linear combinations with coefficients in the ring :Z[(n-1)-112]=:Z[X]/((n-l)X2 -1). 
For a general quasigroup Q with characters 1/11 , ••• , 1/1., define the coefficient ring :Z[ Q] 
to be the ring :Z[ ( 1/J; • 1/Ji, I/Jk)0 i1 ,;:; i, j, k,;:; s ]. Define the character ring R[ Q] to be the set 
of :Z[ Q] -linear combinations of the characters 1/11 , ••• , 1/J •• If Q is associative, this agrees 
with the usual group-theoretic definition [2, 9.1]. Then (R[ Q], +, ·) is a subring of 
(CCI(Q), +, · ). 
For a non-empty subquasigroup P of Q, inducing gives the linear map j ~:CCI( P) ~ 
CCI(Q), as in (4.1). If Q is associative, the map j~ restricts to an abelian group 
homomorphism j~: (R[P], +)~ (R[Q], +). If Q is not associative, this need no longer 
be true. Consider the rank 2 quasigroups P and Q of (5.5) and (5.4), with character tables 
P B1 B2 Q cl C2 
cPt 1 1 .Pt 1 1 (6.2) 
cP2 J2 -1/../2 "'2 .J6 -1/../6 
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Then <!>? = (7v'3/9)rp2 , but 7../3/9 does not lie in the coefficient ring Z[ Q] = Z[6-112]. To 
study rings of quasigroup characters under inducing, it appears to be necessary to admit 
at least all algebraic numbers as coefficients. Let (ACl(Q), +, ·) denote the ring of 
quasigroup class functions on Q taking values in the field A of algebraic numbers. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. (i) The characters r/11 , •• • , r/Js of Q form an A-basis for ACl( Q). 
(ii) For a non-empty subquasigroup P of Q, the map j~ restricts to an A-linear map 
j~: ACl(P) ~ ACl( Q). 
(iii) For class functions f on P and g on Q,fQ · g = (f · gp) Q. 
(iv) ACl(P)j~ and CCl(P)j~ are ideals in the rings (ACl(Q), +,·)and (CCl(Q), +, ·) 
respectively. 
PRooF. (i) For g in ACl( Q), g =I;=, (g, r/Ji)r/Ji· Each coefficient 
s (g,rJ!i>=IQI-' I g(x,y)r/li(y,x)=n-' I lfrij I g(x,y) 
(x,y)eQxQ j=l (x,y)eCi 
is an algebraic number. 
(ii) Iff lies in ACl(P), then fQ lies in ACl( Q) by (2.2). 
(iii) For (z, t) in Cj, one has that 
Q. _ IQxQI f g(z, t)-lq ·IPxPif(BJg(z, t) 
IQxQI _ . Q lq ·IP X PI (x,y~eB_J(x, y)gp(X, y)- (f gp) (z, t). 
(iv) This follows directly from (iii). 
7. PROTRUSIVE SETS 
A set UW """-i"""- N} of non-empty subquasigroups of a quasigroup Q is said to be 
protrusive if U{ ~ x ~11 """- j """- N} contains a member of each conjugacy class Ci of Q (so 
that some ~ x ~ 'protrudes' into each Ci). For example, the set of cyclic subgroups of 
a group is protrusive, since an element (1, x) of Ci is contained in (x) x (x). If Q is 
associative, Artin's Theorem [2, 9.2] shows that each character of Q is a rational linear 
combination of characters induced by characters of members of any protrusive set of 
subquasigroups of Q. 
For quasigroups that are not associative, similar results need not obtain. For example, 
in the quasigroup Q of (5.4), the set {{x}lx E Q} of 'cyclic' or singly generated sub-
quasigroups is not protrusive, since U{{x} x {x}lx E Q} = Q does not intersect the con-
jugacy class C2 • The singleton {P}, with Pas in (5.5), is protrusive. However, with the 
characters as in (6.2), r/11 = <!>?- (2.../2/7)</>f and r/12 = (3../3/7)</>f, so the characters of Q 
are not obtained as rational linear combinations of characters induced by characters of 
P. To express characters of a general quasigroup Q as linear combinations of characters 
induced by characters of members of a protrusive set, one has to admit algebraic numbers 
as coefficients. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let {~11 """-i"""- N} be a protrusive set of subquasigroups of Q. Then 
EB;:, j~:ffii~' ACI(~)~ACl(Q) and ffii~' j~:ffi;, CCl(~)~CCl(Q) surject. 
PROOF. The algebraic case will be dealt with; the complex case follows similarly. 
Since the inner product of algebraic-valued class functions is algebraic, the Frobenius 
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Reciprocity Theorem 4.3 shows that E9j': 1 ~ ~: ACl( Q)-+ E9i~ 1 ACl(~) is adjoint to 
E9;:, 1 t~ :E9i~I ACl(~)-+ ACl( Q). Now E9;:, 1 ~~injects, since a class function restricting 
to zero on each ~ is zero on each Cj, and hence zero altogether. It follows that the 
adjoint map E9i~ 1 t~ surjects, as required. 
8. THE OcTONION LooP 
In this final section, induced characters are applied to give a rapid calculation of the 
character table of the octonion loop. The octonian loop is the subloop of the multiplicative 
loop of the real octonion (or 'Cayley') division algebra IK loop-generated by a set {i,j, k} 
that is a minimal!R-algebra generating set for IK. It contains 16 elements, and is denoted 
K 16 • It is a non-associative analogue of the 8-element quaternion group H 8 , since H 8 is 
the subgroup of the multiplicative group of the real quaternion algebra H group-generated 
by a set {i,j} that is a minimal!R-algebra generating set for H. 
The loop conjugacy classes of K 16 will be denoted C0 = { 1}, C8 = { -1}, C 1 = { ± i}, 
C2={±j}, C3 ={±ij}, C4 ={±k}, C5 ={±ik}, C6 ={±jk}, C7 ={±ijk}. The non-central 
conjugacy classes C1 , ••• , C7 correspond to points in the projective plane over GF(2): 
writing the label of a conjugacy class in binary notation gives the homogeneous coordinates 
of the corresponding point. For example, C3 corresponds to the point with homogeneous 
coordinates (0, 1, 1). With this convention, non-central conjugacy classes C,., Cf3, Cy 
combine with C0 and C8 to give a subgroup of K 16 isomorphic to H 8 iff the corresponding 
points a, {3, '}' form a line in the projective plane. If such a line has homogeneous 
coordinates A, the subgroup will be denoted by QA. For example, Q6 denotes the subgroup 
C0 u C8 u C 1 u C6 u C7 , since the line {(0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1)} has homogeneous co-
ordinates [1, 1, 0], and 6 is 110 in binary notation. 
The zeta function or trivial character on such a subgroup QA induces up to a class 
function XA on K 16 • This class function is zero on non-central quasigroup conjugacy 
classes ({1}x Ca)~ for which the point a does not lie on the line A. On elements 
of the remaining conjugacy classes, it takes the value 2. Let t/10 denote the zeta function 
or trivial character on K 16 • Define t/JA = XA - t/10 for 1 .;;; A .;;; 7. Then { t/JA 10.;;; A .;;; 7} forms 
an orthonormal set of class functions on K 16 • This set may be completed to an orthonormal 
basis for CCl(K16) by adjoining a class function t/18 with t/18(1, 1) = .JS, with t/18(1, -1) = 
-.JS, and taking the value 0 on non-central conjugacy classes. This gives the following 
table: 
K!6 Co Cs cl C2 c3 c4 Cs c6 c? 
t/lo 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
"'I 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
"'2 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
"'3 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
"'4 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 (8.1) 
t/ls 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
"'6 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
"'7 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
t/ls .J8 -.JS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
To check that this is indeed the character table of K 16 , one may use [1, Corollary 3.5(d)] 
to obtain a matrix ( 71Aa), and then follow [1, (3.2)] to see that the linear combinations 
I!=o 71AaAa of the incidence matrices Aa of the quasigroup conjugacy classes are a set 
of orthogonal idempotent matrices. 
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Observe that 7L. is the coefficient ring of K 16 • Under the multiplication in R[K16], the 
set {1/!AIO,.;; A,.;; 7} forms an elementary abelian 2-group. For A ;C 8, one has if!A • 1/18 = 1/18 , 
while 1/1~ =I~ =o if! A. 
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